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Abstract. A complex manifold is (complete) hyperbolic if the

Kobayashi pseudo-distance is a (complete) distance. In this note,

it is shown that a fibre bundle is (complete) hyperbolic if both the

base and fibre are (complete) hyperbolic. Two examples are also

given. The first shows that the completion of a hyperbolic manifold

is not necessarily locally compact. The second shows that one gen-

eralization of the big Picard theorem is false.

In this note, we give an example of a hyperbolic manifold M whose

completion M* is not locally compact. It is also shown that a fibre

bundle E is (complete) hyperbolic if both the base and fibre are

(complete) hyperbolic.

We begin by recalling the definition of the Kobayashi pseudo-

distance du associated to the complex manifold M. Let p and q be

points in M. By a chain a from p to q, we mean a sequence p=po,

p\, • ■ ■ , Pk = q of points in M, points ax, • ■ ■ , ak in the unit disk

D= {zEC\ \z\ <l} and holomorphic maps/i, • ■ • , ft of D into M

with/i(0) =pi-i and/,(a,) =pi- The length |a| of a is defined by

* * 1 +  I o,-|
I a I   = E rf(°> °«) = E hog-j—r

i—i ,=i        1 —   I a,-1

where d is the Poincare-Bergman distance on D. It is given by the

metric ds2 = (1/(1 — | z| 2)2)dzdz. We set dM(p, q) =inf„e^|a|, where A

is the set of all chains from p to q. It is easy to see that dM is a pseudo-

distance on M. If dM is an actual distance, we say that M is hyperbolic.

M is called complete hyperbolic if du is a complete metric, i.e., if all

Cauchy sequences converge.

It follows immediately from the definition of dM and </v, that if

/:Tkf—>TVis holomorphic and p, qEM, then dN{fip), fiq)) ^dM(p, a).
The classical Schwarz-Pick lemma implies that the Kobayashi

distance dD on the unit disk D is the same as the Poincare-Bergman

distance d.

The following example is modeled after one due to D. B. A. Epstein

of a Riemannian manifold whose completion is not locally compact.

Let
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A = {z = x + iy E D where y = 0, and x = 1/n or x 5S 0},

At = {w = u + iv E D where u > t ^ fj} and M = D X D - A X A0.

Since M is an open set of DXD, it is hyperbolic. Let M* denote its

completion with respect to dja.

Theorem 1. M* is not locally compact.

Proof, (a) Since the inclusion i:M—>DXD is distance decreasing

and since DXD is complete, we can consider M* as being embedded

in DXD. Using (z, w) where z = x+iy and w = u+iv as coordinates in

DXD, we shall show that the sequence {pn = (0, —1/n)} is Cauchy

with respect to du- This will show that (0, 0)EM*.

Let €>0 be given. Choose an irrational number r>0 such that

zEDr= {zED\ \z\ <r} implies dD(z, 0)<«/4. If m>l/r and n>l/r,

then

dM(pn, pm)   ^  dM((0,—\    (y ,   -jj

-""((t'tMt't))

The last step uses the fact that holomorphic mappings are distance

decreasing. Thus {pn} is a Cauchy sequence.

(b) Let {qn} be a Cauchy sequence in M. There exists q0 = (z0, w0)

EDXD such that qn—>qo- Suppose Wo = Uo+ivQ where u0>t>0. Let

ir:DXD-^D be the projection onto the second factor and let B3 be

the ball of radius 5 (with respect to dD) centered at 7r(g0). Choose

s>0 such that Bi3EAt and choose r>0 such that zEDT implies

dD(z, 0)<s.

We shall show that {qn} is Cauchy with respect to dx where

N=(D—A)XA,. We can assume that qnETt-l(Bs) for all n. The

choices above imply that in computing du(qn, qm), we can use chains

of the form a= {fu ■ ■ ■ ,fk; au ■ ■ ■ , ak; p = x0, • • • , xk = qm} where

XiGTr-1^,)^^, aiEDr,2 and fi(Dr)EN. Choose c>0 such that

aEDr/2 implies that ^^(O, 0) ^^(O, a). Since

* k

c\a\   = c Z dD(0, at) *£ Z dDr(°> ««') = dN(qn, qm),
»=i »-i

we have cdM(qn, qm)^dN(qn, qm). Thus {qn} is Cauchy with respect
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to dtf. But TV is complete, since it is the product of two complete

hyperbolic spaces. This shows that q0ENEM.

(c) Let U= {(z, w)EM*\ \z\ <r and \w\ <r for some r>0} and

let B = } (3/2n, r/2)\ 3/2" O}. Then B is an infinite set contained in

U and the argument in (b) shows that B has no accumulation point

in M*. Thus M* is not locally compact,    q.e.d.

We shall now consider a complex analytic fibre bundle ir'.E—>M

with fibre F.

Theorem 2. Eis (complete) hyperbolic if both M and F are (complete)

hyperbolic.

Proof, (a) Assume that M and F are hyperbolic. Let p, qEE. If

ir(p) 7^ir(q), then ds(p, q)>0. If ir(p) =ir(q), choose a neighborhood U

of po = Tr(p) with tv-x(U) = UXF. Let Bs be the ball in M centered at

po and of radius 5 with respect to dM- Choose s>0 and r>0 such that

B2sE Uand zEDr implies do(z, 0) <s. Thus, if/:£>—>Eis holomorphic

and /(0)&-'(5.), then f(Dr)EUXF. Choose c>0 such that

aEDr/2 implies do (a, 0)^cdDr(a, 0). Leta= {/i, • • • ,fk',ai, • ■ • , ak;

x0 = p,Xi, • ■ -,xk = q} be given a chain from p to q with x,G7T_1(T38)

and aiEDr/2. Then

k k

| a |   = E doiai, 0) ^ c E ^Dr(«i> 0)
t=i »=i

k

^ c E dFi<bixi), d>ixi-i)) ^ crfP(^, g) > 0       if ^> ̂  <?
«=i

where <p: UXF—>F is the projection. Thus E is hyperbolic.

(b) Assume that M and F are complete hyperbolic and let {pn}

be a Cauchy sequence in E. Then {-7r(pn)} is Cauchy in M and there-

fore Tvipn)-^po for some p0EM. Using the notation as in (a), we have

pnET~1{Ba) for n large. Let a be a chain as above with p and q re-

placed by pn and pm- Then

1 1   * *
— | a |   = — E dD{ai, 0) ^ E dDriai, 0)
c c   ,=1 i=i

^   E <*!>(*(*<), <K*.--l))   ̂    dficbiPn), <l>ipm)).
»=1

This shows that {(K^n)} is Cauchy in F and therefore <j>ipn)-^p for

some pEF. Clearly pn-^ipo, p). Thus it is complete, q.e.d.

Special cases of the previous theorem were proved earlier by

Kobayashi and Hirschfelder.
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Theorem 3. Let ir:E—*M be a complex analytic vector bundle over a

hyperbolic manifold M. Then there exists a neighborhood N of the zero

section such that N is hyperbolic.

Proof. Let h he a hermitian metric in E and let

N = {v E E\h(v,v) < l}.

If p, qEN and Tr(p)y*ir(q) then dN(p, q)>0. ll Tr(p)=Tr(q), choose a

relatively compact neighborhood Uol po=ir(p) vfith-K~l(U) = UXCn.

Let B„ s, r, and c be as in the first part of the previous proof. If

f:D^N is holomorphic and ir(f(0))EB„ then f(DT)E(UXCn)r\N.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that Nf\(UX O) C UXB"

where Bn is the unit ball in C". Let <p: UXBn—>Bn he the projection

and let a= {/i, • • • , /*; 0i, • • • , 0*; xo = p, xi, • • • , xjfe = ff} be a

chain from p to q with XiEir~1(Be)r}N and aiEDr/2. Then

* k

| a |   ^ Z dD(fli, 0) ^ c Z dDr(flt, 0)
»=i <=i

^ c Z dB»(<t>(xi), *(*i_i)) ^ c0>(/>, g) > 0        ilpytq.
»-i

Thus A7 is hyperbolic,    q.e.d.

The big Picard theorem can be stated in the following way. Let

D*={zEC\0<\z\<l} and let MEPi(C) he a hyperbolic open
submanifold. Then any holomorphic map f'.D*—>M can be extended

to a holomorphic map f:D—*Pi(C). In [3], M. Kwack showed that

if N is a compact hyperbolic manifold and/:Z>*—>N is holomorphic,

then/ can be extended to the whole disk D. Kobayashi (see [2])

has proved the following. Let M and F be complex manifolds with

(1) ME Y and M compact,

(2) M hyperbolic,

(3) given a point p of M — M and a neighborhood U of p in F,

there exists a neighborhood V of p in F such that VEU and the

distance between MC\(Y— U) and MC\V with respect to dai is posi-

tive. Then every holomorphic mapping / from the punctured disk

D* into M can be extended to a holomorphic mapping from the disk

D into F.

The following example indicates that the assumptions above are

probably necessary and also shows that the big Picard theorem

cannot be generalized to higher dimensions in the form given above.

The tangent bundle T(D*) of D* can be identified with

Z)*XCCC2CP2(C). Define a hermitian metric h on D* by ds2

= (l/2e2'M)dzdz and let M= {vET(D*)\h(v, v)<l}. The proof of
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Theorem 3 shows that M is hyperbolic. (Using similar techniques,

it can be shown that M is complete hyperbolic.) Define /:£>*—>Af

EP2iQ by/(z) = (z, ellz). It is easy to see that/ cannot be extended

to a holomorphic map/:D—»P2(C).
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